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February 6, 2019
 


·         Your Responsibilities Regarding Disclosure of Activities Involving Foreign
Entities


·         Office of Research Survey – Seeking Faculty Feedback
·         Passport to Great Teaching Events
·         CITT Flipped Classroom Training – Feb. 21st
·         Our Children’s Trust: Youth Activism & the Legal Right to a Stable Climate
·         2019 Edward D. Stone, Jr. Lecture Series
·         A Reading of Madinah Girl with Author Anna Levi, Feb. 6th


·         SBIR/STTR Workshop: Researchers: Tap into a New Source of Funding
·         Performing Arts Events
·         Fostering Efficacy in Asset Recovery in Transnational Cases of Grand


Corruption, Feb. 7th
·         Race, History and Political Participation in America, Feb. 13th
·         Florida Museum of Natural History Events
·         UF Faculty Awards
·         Houses for Rent: Faculty Housing and Postdoc Housing


Your Responsibilities Regarding the Disclosure of Activities
Involving Foreign Entities


As explained in the January 3, 2019 administrative memo, regarding the disclosure


of financial support from foreign entities, U.S. federal agencies have continued to


express heightened concern about foreign influence on university research.  In


August 2018, Dr. Francis Collins, Director of the National Institutes of Health (NIH),


issued a letter that expressed serious concerns regarding efforts by foreign entities


to exert inappropriate influence on research in the U.S. The National Science


Foundation (NSF), the Department of Defense, and other U.S. government agencies
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have communicated similar concerns.


Given the importance of this issue to our federal sponsors, we are clarifying points


from the January 3, 2019 administrative memo and reminding you of your


obligations to report your activities involving foreign entities. Please review and


adhere to the requirements listed in the full administrative memo on disclosure of


activities involving foreign entities issued  on Feb. 1st, 2019.


Submitted by Joseph Glover, Office of the Provost
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Office of Research Survey – Seeking Faculty Feedback


The Office of Research is seeking faculty feedback into services and resources that


would increase UF’s research productivity across all disciplines.


This survey was put together with the goal of determining how the Office of


Research (and particularly the Division of Research Program


Development) can assist faculty members with identifying


and successfully competing for extramural funding to support their research and


scholarship.  Your feedback is very valuable and will assist us in allocating


resources for this purpose.


We anticipate that the survey will take you a maximum of 15 minutes to complete. 


Participation is entirely voluntary, and your responses will be entirely anonymous.


Please click here to complete the survey.  Thank you for your assistance!


Submitted by Sobha Jaishankar, Office of Research
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Passport to Great Teaching Events


Engaging Students in Online Courses – Feb. 14, Presenter: Swapna Kumar


In this session, we will focus on strategies for engaging students in online courses.


Faculty will discuss ways in which these strategies can be applied to activities in


undergraduate and graduate online courses.


The Art of a Good Schmooze – Feb. 20, Presenter: Diana Boxer
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The “the good schmooze” has the ability to serve us well.  Barack Obama and Bill


Clinton are examples of good schmoozers, and this skill has obviously served them


well. By softening the opposition between private and public, personal and


political, higher and lower, schmoozing plays a vital but underappreciated role as a


life and leadership skill.  Everybody schmoozes nowadays, but often it is the


networking sort of schmoozing rather than the kind that creates good interactional


feelings.


The good schmooze is talk about life itself:  the good, the bad, and the ugly—a


heartfelt interaction with others—chatting, not “chatting up.”  We will discuss how


to reflect on what to say, when to say it, and how to say it. Tactful schmoozing can


defuse situational tensions and lubricate personal, social, workplace, and political


interactions with others.


Team-Teaching 101: A Nuts and Bolts Workshop to Planning a Team-Taught


Course– Feb. 22, Presenter: Sophia Acord


Have you ever thought about teaching a course with a colleague from a different


discipline? Through team-teaching, faculty can create innovative new courses for


students that tie together different ways of looking at a topic and demonstrate the


value of interdisciplinary inquiry. Instructors also benefit from collaborating by


exploring their interests, learning new tools and areas of work, and seeing the


broader impacts of their disciplines in other fields. But translating collegial


conversations into a cohesive course, particularly with a partner from a very


different discipline, requires some creativity. This workshop draws on the


experience of over 15 UF team-taught courses made possible through the Center


for the Humanities and the Public Sphere’s Interdisciplinary Team-Teaching Grant


to show you how disciplines as diverse as mathematics and German literature make


excellent course-fellows.


This nuts and bolts workshop follows on the November 27, 2018, Team Teaching


from Classroom to Gallery workshop, and will walk you through the steps of


preparing a team-taught course. Start planning your syllabus and the division of


labor in your classroom. And develop a flyer to recruit students into your exciting


collaboration!


For more information and to register for these events visit the FDTE Categories and


Activities webpage.


Submitted by Zaina Sheets, Office of Faculty Development and Teaching


Excellence
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CITT Flipped Classroom Training – Feb. 21st


The Center for Instructional Technology & Training (CITT) is offering flipped


classroom training on Thursday, February 21 from 3:00 – 5:00 pm. This in-person


training provides a solid foundation of active learning techniques, including an


introduction to problem-based and team-based learning strategies. Participants


will work in groups to complete activities that model flipped classroom best


practices that instructors from a variety of disciplines can implement.


The flipped classroom training will be held in the Testing and Active Learning


Center (CSE E231) in the Computer Science and Engineering building. Visit the


flipped classroom training page for more details and to register for this


opportunity.


Submitted by Mark McCallister, UF Information Technology
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Our Children’s Trust: Youth Activism & the Legal Right to a
Stable Climate


Wednesday, February 6, 6–8 PM


Ocora (Main Room), Pugh Hall


University of Florida


 


 Join us for a conversation with youth activists and legal and climate science experts
defending the rights of all Floridians to a stable climate, featuring:


 Isaac Augspurg & Oscar Psychas


 


Guy M. Burns, Managing Partner, Johnson Pope Bokor Ruppel and Burns,
LLP
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Andrea Dutton, Assoc. Professor of Geology, University of Florida


 


Andrea Rodgers, Senior Staff Attorney, Our Children’s Trust


 


Learn more about the Lawsuit and youth plaintiffs.


For more information, see http://imagining-climate.clas.ufl.edu, or contact Terry


Harpold (tharpold@ufl.edu ) or Andrea Medina (andream@ufl.edu ).


Submitted by Andrea Medina, Department of English
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2019 Edward D. Stone, Jr. Lecture Series


The 2019 Edward D. Stone, Jr. Lecture Series speaker will be Gary Hilderbrand,


FASLA, FAAR. He will speak at the Harn Museum of Art on February 22, 2019 from


6:00 to 7:30 pm. Hilderbrand is a principal of Reed Hilderbrand Associates LLC in


Cambridge, Massachusetts, and was the 2017 winner of the American Society of


Landscape Architects Design Medal.


No RSVP is required. For more information, visit our website.


Submitted by Joseph Mazzaferro, College of Design, Construction and Planning
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A Reading of Madinah Girl with Author Anna Levi, Feb. 6th


Join us for a riveting encounter with the hottest new talent in Trinidadian letters,


Anna Levi. She is going to spoil us with readings from her debut novel, Madinah


Girl, plus selections from other recent work. The first print of Madinah Girl has


sold-out and garnered some rave reviews: “Madinah Girl offers an unflinching


depiction of life in the margins of contemporary Trinidad that is guaranteed to


shock any reader unprepared for its torrential display of drug and alcohol excess,


child brides and domestic violence, sexual abuse, and maximum “muddercunt”-


style profanity” (Kevin Meehan, Palimpsest,  2018). Join us to celebrate and


partake in Caribbean creative writing.
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Anna Levi is the Trinidadian-Grenadian author of the novel, Madinah Girl (Karnak


House, 2015), and the forthcoming novel Nowhereians. The social contexts for her


writing include marginal refugees, sex workers, human trafficking, religious


practices, cultural traditions including vernacular speech, and assorted survival


strategies in the peri-urban villages along the Eastern Main Road in


Trinidad. Madinah Girl received a special mention at the 2016 Bocas Literature


Festival. Ms. Levi holds a Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing from the University


of the West Indies St. Augustine.


This event is free and open to the public. For more information, contact:


hebble@ufl.edu.


For event webpage please click here.


Sponsored by the Department of Languages, Literatures and Cultures and the


Mellon Intersections Group on Global Blackness and Latinx Identity.


Submitted by Danielle Barrientos, Center for the Humanities and the Public Sphere
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SBIR/STTR Workshop: Researchers: Tap into a New Source of
Funding


Wednesday, February 20th – 9-5 PM. UF Innovation Hub 747 SW 2nd Ave.


As it gets harder to find funding to move your innovation from the bench to the


marketplace, small business grants and contracts are more important than ever.


Help increase your competitive edge by joining us for our upcoming SBIR (Small


Business Innovation Research)/STTR (Small Business Technology Transfer)


workshop.  This is open to all researchers, postdocs, and inventors interested in


securing funding to help develop your research for commercialization.  The


SBIR/STTR Proposal Preparation Workshop begins with an overview of the programs


and then takes you through a simple but comprehensive four-step process for


developing a credible and competitive Phase 1 (up to $150,000) proposal. The day


concludes with an overview and tips for companies preparing Phase 2 (up to $1


million) proposals. The workshop will include an emphasis on NIH and NSF


applications.  Sponsored by the Collaboratory for Women Innovators. 


Cost $50, includes lunch.  Open to all but registration required:


 https://tinyurl.com/SmallBiz2019


Submitted by Veronica Talavera, Collaboratory for Women Innovators
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Performing Arts Events


Russian National Orchestra


Kirill Karabits, conductor and George Li, piano


Friday, February 15, 7:30 pm


Curtis M. Phillips Center for the Performing Arts


Tickets and More Info.


 


RNO appears throughout Europe, Asia, and the Americas. It is a frequent visitor to


major festivals such as Edinburgh, Shanghai, and the BBC Proms. With UF


Performing Arts’ favorite conductor, Kirill Karabits, at the helm, RNO will be joined


by brilliant piano virtuoso George Li.


Christian Sands Trio


Saturday, February 16, 7 pm & 9 pm


UpStage at the Phillips Center


Tickets and More Info. 


To call him a jazz pianist doesn’t really do justice to his style or influences. Sure,


he’s got the swing and bebop chops, but Afro-Cuban and Latin flourishes sparkle


through his hands as they dance across the keys. His lightning-fast fingers create


complex textures and rhythms all while holding down the groove and weaving


intricate melodies…and he makes it look easy.


 


Submitted Samuel McKee, Curtis M. Phillips Center for the Performing Arts
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Fostering Efficacy in Asset Recovery in Transnational Cases of
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Grand Corruption


The UF Fulbright Lecture Committee and the International Center are pleased


to invite UF faculty to join us for Fostering Efficacy in Asset Recovery in


Transnational Cases of Grand Corruption with Dr. Camelia Bogdan.


An experienced Bucharest Court of Appeals judge and international expert in


countering economic crime and asset recovery of proceeds of crime, Camelia


Bogdan, is a globally acknowledged specialist in financial investigations of


translational organized crime activities and countering money laundering.  She


holds a Master of Laws from Strasbourg University and a PhD in Criminal Law from


Bucharest University. Bogdan has been awarded distinguished global recognitions,


including the 2018 Ion Rațiu Democracy Fellowship and a Fulbright Senior Award for


Visiting Scholars. She is currently affiliated with the Center for International


Financial Crimes Studies at the UF Levin School of Law, focusing on promoting


efficacy in the asset recovery of proceeds of transnational corruption.


Location:         University of Florida Levin College of Law, Holland Hall 360


Date:               Thursday, February 7th 2019


Time:               12:00 noon


 


Refreshments will be served.


Submitted by Mabel Cardec, UF International Center
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Race, History and Political Participation in America


Wednesday, Feb. 13 | 6 p.m.


Two UF professors, Dr. Paul Ortiz and Dr. Sharon Austin, will discuss their


groundbreaking books on race, history and politics on Wednesday, Feb. 13 at 6


p.m. in the Pugh Hall Ocora, with a book sale following the public talk. Their


recently released publications – 1)The Caribbeanization of Black Politics: Race,


Group Consciousness, and Political Participation in America and 2) An African


American and Latinx History of the United States, examine the impact, struggles


and development of minority politics in America.







Submitted by Denise Akerman, Bob Graham Center for Public Service 
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Florida Museum of Natural History Events


Florida Museum presents SciArt Showcase at Santa Fe College Art Gallery Feb. 8


The Florida Museum of Natural History celebrates the opening of Santa Fe’s newest


gallery exhibition Feb. 8 from 7 to 9 p.m. The display will feature the work of


participating artists from the 2018 SciArt Meetups. All artwork was inspired by


Florida Museum exhibits and the state’s nature and culture. Santa Fe will display


the pieces through March 15. This event is free and includes a catered reception.


For more information, visit www.floridamuseum.ufl.edu/event/sciart-show or call


352-273-2062.


A Valentine’s Night at the Florida Museum Feb. 14


Spend Valentine's evening at the Florida Museum of Natural History playing trivia.


Come with a partner, friends or by yourself to experience this singles-friendly


event. The museum will be open from 7 to 10 p.m. for program participants. Trivia


begins at 7:30 p.m. and the winning team will receive a prize. Pre-registration is


required and closes Feb. 11. Participants must be 18 years or older. Program fee is


$30 per person or $50 per couple. For more information or to register, visit


www.floridamuseum.ufl.edu/event/a-valentines-night-at-the-museum or call 352-


273-2061.


Submitted by Nikhil Srinivasan, Florida Museum of Natural History
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Faculty Awards


Jalie Tucker Receives Betty Ford Award


Dr. Jalie Tucker, Professor and Chair, UF Department of Health Education and


Behavior in the College of Health & Human Performance, received the prestigious


Betty Ford Award from the Association for Medical Education and Research in


Substance Abuse (AMERSA) at the association’s November 2018 conference in San


Francisco. The award is given in honor of former First Lady Betty Ford, a visionary


who transformed her difficulties with substance abuse into great benefit for the


common good. It recognizes an individual who has made a significant impact on the


field of substance abuse, particularly with regard to women’s issues. Dr. Tucker led
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the adoption of a public health approach to substance use disorders (SUDS) and has


extensively studied help-seeking and natural recovery without treatment. Going


beyond the clinical arena is important because most people with SUDs, particularly


women, never enter treatment. Dr. Tucker’s contributions to understanding and


promoting addiction recovery were the focus of her invited award address titled


“The Many Pathways to Recovery from Substance Use Disorders:  Contributions


from Public Health, Psychology, and Behavioral Economics.”  Dr. Tucker directs the


UF Center for Behavioral Economic Health Research. 
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Dr. Peihua Qiu’s Work Selected for 60th Anniversary Edition of the Journal


Technometrics


A paper authored by Dr. Peihua Qiu, a professor and chair of the department of


biostatistics at the University of Florida College of Public Health and Health


Professions and the College of Medicine, was among 35 selected by the journal


Technometrics for inclusion in a special 60th anniversary edition of the journal.


Technometrics is the official journal of the American Society for Quality and the


American Statistical Association.


The anniversary issue included classic articles that represent the most influential


papers published over the journal’s six decades. Editor-in-chief Dr. Daniel Apley


described the concepts in these papers as “the bedrock of statistical methods and


tools used by practitioners in the physical, chemical, engineering and information


sciences.”


The paper by Dr. Qiu and co-authors Dr. Changliang Zou and Dr. Zhaojun Wang is


titled “Nonparametric profile monitoring by mixed effects modelling,” and was


originally published in 2010. The paper suggested a flexible statistical method for


sequentially monitoring nonparametric profiles over time, and it has become a


standard reference in the related research area.
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